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The Lexus IS is an art form on wheels. Brocade Auto - the car air-con specialist. Magnus Pro
knows how to protect your paint. The Lexus IS is one of the more aggressively styled luxury
compacts, even if performance isn't a primary focus. But considering its all-wheel drive,
well-honed ride, ample features and low noise levels, it's got enough going for it to be a
convincing choice. The IS is the midgrade model introduced just last year, slotting in between
the turbocharged IS t and range-topping IS The IS gets a slightly detuned version of the model's
3. There are some drawbacks, such as lackluster performance and a lack of storage and rear
legroom. But overall we think the IS will appeal to many shoppers looking for a small luxury
sedan. There are no actual trim levels, only packages, though the F Sport package adds exterior
design elements and more performance-tuned hardware that would certainly alter the character
of the IS The IS comes with a detuned version of the 3. Lane departure warning, adaptive cruise
control and a forward collision warning system with automatic braking are also standard this
year. A number of packages are available for the IS The smaller ones are the Premium and
Premium Plus packages. The former includes heated and ventilated front seats and a rearview
camera, and the latter adds automatic wipers, a power-adjustable steering wheel and blind-spot

monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert. The Luxury package, which is one we recommend for
this IS model, includes all of the above items plus auto-dimming exterior mirrors, front and rear
parking sensors, leather upholstery, a heated steering wheel rim and driver-seat memory
functions. The Navigation package replaces the standard infotainment control dial with Lexus'
Remote Touch mouse-type controller and adds a navigation system with a larger A speaker
Mark Levinson audio system can be specified, but it must include the Navigation package.
Finally, there's the F Sport package for those who want to up the sporting factor of their car. It
includes a full-mesh front grille, a revised front bumper, twin-projector LED headlights,
staggered-width inch wheels with either summer or all-season tires , a sport-tuned suspension,
upgraded brake pads, an intake sound generator that amplifies engine noise during
acceleration, heated and ventilated front sport seats with enhanced bolstering, perforated
leather trim and a special sport-oriented gauge cluster. Because the IS 's primary focus isn't
performance, the F Sport package seems a little misplaced here. A few other stand-alone
options, in addition to some of the above items, include a power rear sunshade, and remote
vehicle control function door locking and unlocking, cabin ventilation, vehicle finder, etc.
Available styles include 4dr Sedan AWD 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Lexus IS Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which IS
does Edmunds recommend? There is only one engine for the IS , and it's the only IS variant that
comes standard with all-wheel drive. You might also want to check out the more powerful IS ,
which can be had with all-wheel drive, too. As for the IS , it's all about the packages. We'd get
the Luxury package, which bundles a lot of great features, though you can also get many of
these features a la carte. We aren't fans of Lexus' Remote Touch infotainment interface, so we'd
pass on the Navigation package. For music fans, unfortunately, there is no way to upgrade to
the Mark Levinson premium audio system without the navigation system. Overall rating 3. Each
vehicle typically comes in multiple versions, although trim levels share many aspects. The
ratings in this review are based on our full test of the Lexus IS t with the F Sport package turbo
2. The Lexus IS produces slightly more power and is all-wheel-drive, but our finds remain
broadly applicable. Read more. Driving 3. The highlight of the IS t is the new 2. Handling
dynamics aren't this car's strongest suit, though you can still have fun whipping this luxury
compact around a bend or two. This IS is generally not as quick as the class equivalents. Lexus
says to expect a mph time of 6. That's decent, but many rival sedans with six-cylinder upgrade
engines are quicker still. Braking 2. The brake pedal travel is surprisingly short and stiff for a
Lexus and lacks a sense of stopping power. In our emergency panic-braking test, an IS t with
the F Sport package stopped from 60 mph in feet, which is below average for a car on
summer-rated tires. Steering 3. The electric steering builds effort that provides a natural and
direct response, but it lacks road feel, which is important if your front tires ever lose grip. The IS
fails to provide confidence in this area, which is critical for spirited driving or low-grip
situations. Handling 3. Even with the stickier optional inch summer tires and sport suspension
from the F Sport package, the IS has a tendency to push over the limits of front tire grip. Quick
directional changes are more to its liking than long, sustained corners, so choose your back
roads accordingly. Comfort 4. Excellent ride comfort and the serene quietness of the IS 's cabin
are the big standouts in this area. We are also happy with the seats, though sitting in the saddle
for a few hours can take a small toll on your lower back due to some mismatched lumbar
ergonomics. Seat comfort 2. There's adequate lateral seat support, and the optional ventilation
and heating work well. The amount of lumbar support is adjustable, but the position is fixed and
sits too high to provide long-distance comfort for an average-size driver. Ride comfort 5. The IS
delivers combines solid body control with smooth compliance at all the right times. Bumps and
impacts are absorbed without issue, yet there's no hint of a marshmallowy ride or overly soft
suspension tune. Very good. Great attention went into the IS 's cabin soundproofing. Road and
wind noise is sufficiently silenced, and you don't hear much of the engine. Quiet cabins are
more comfortable and can promote calmer reactions in emergencies. Climate control 4. Lexus

managed to make the climate controls easy to use while adding cool touch sliders for the
temperature adjustment that function flawlessly. The system had no problems maintaining a
comfortable cabin temperature, and the optional heated and ventilated seats are stellar. Interior
2. The IS struggles with finding a balance between innovation and complication. The
infotainment system interface lacks user-friendly qualities, and basic cupholder ergonomics
were an afterthought to laying out a visually appealing interior. This is a cabin with mediocre
functional efficiency. Ease of use 2. Lexus' haptic joystick interface for the infotainment system
is still cumbersome to use and manages to snag USB phone cords with ease. We'd stick to the
base system if possible. Even with the easy-entry retracting steering wheel, it's not difficult to
graze a knee against the column climbing into the driver seat. The rear door openings are on the
smaller side and could prove difficult for less flexible passengers. Roominess 2. The cabin
space is not abundant in the IS For an average-sized driver, the center tunnel console is
needlessly wide and the armrests can feel intrusive. The rear seats have less legroom than in
some competitors, and the center seat has marginal headroom. Visibility 3. Forward visibility is
great, and the rear headrests don't impede the view directly rearward. But huge rear roof pillars
and a high body slope create blind spots when reversing. Parking sensors and a rearview
camera are optional and recommended. Quality 4. Other than the steering-wheel leather that
looks and feels like wrinkled skin by the thumb holds, this interior is done well. The seats have
quality stitching, and all contact surfaces are soft with tight panel fit and solid door seals. Utility
2. The smallish trunk that doesn't fold flat and limited interior storage conspire against the IS t's
utility. Small-item storage 2. Storage up front is limited to the armrest bin, the door pockets and
the glovebox. Cargo space 2. At The rear seatbacks fold forward, but hardly flat. The
unevenness limits what you can carry with the seats down. Scorecard Overall 3. Write a review
See all 4 reviews. F sport breaks scream!!! I have a Lexus IS f sport and the brakes squeak
loudly every morning until the brakes get warmed up. Forgot snowing days because you can
hear my miles away because she just screams because of the high performance brakes
supposedly Read less. Unusual Engine Sound, Vibration in front wheels. Hi, I have Lexus isf for
3 days. From the first day I got it. I have unusual noise in my engine. I never had this kind of a
car but it's my third lease. First one was a g37 ufter it, I had es non of them had this noise. Plus
every time when I make full turn doesn't meter left or right it makes and u can feel some kind of
vibration. By the way it sounds inside just like Diesel engine. Leased mine last month and love
it. Got the F Sport model and it rides like a dream. Interior is beautiful and get a ton of
compliments on it. See all 4 reviews of the Used Lexus IS Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the IS Sign Up. Although it
costs more than its peers, a combination of excellent driving dynamics, numerous safety and
luxury features, and high style make the Mercedes-Benz E-Class one of our favorites. For more
than 20 years, the Mercedes-Benz E-Class has been one of the most successful and popular
midsize luxury sedans. For many, it represents the ideal middle ground between what could be
seen as the plebian C-Class and the overly visible and expensive S-Class. Indeed, the current
E-Class, which was last redesigned in , has found about a million buyers worldwide. Such
popularity in an increasingly arduous market also makes it one of those rare cars that seems to
be valued as much by consumers as by the company profiting from its sale. With two body
styles, four engines and two drivetrains, this midsize luxury car provides buyers with a deep
menu of choices. The Mercedes E and E are the most popular choices, as they provide ample
power, an elegantly detailed interior and a suspension so smooth you'd swear its engineering
inspiration was a canoe on a glassy lake. The wagon models provide a rear-facing third-row
seat as well as interior space that rivals some five-passenger SUVs. The E Bluetec, meanwhile,
is the only midsize luxury sedan to come with a diesel-fueled engine. Introduced last year, this
V6 engine has a special additive that allows it to run exceptionally clean. And, being a diesel, it
boasts superior fuel mileage and plentiful torque. For the ultimate in power, the manic E63,
powered by AMG's horsepower V8, can do zero to 60 mph in just 4. This varied selection of
models only adds to the desirability of the car. Of course, the E-Class is not without fault. For
one, it's expensive -- not S-Class expensive, but still dear, especially when compared to
competitors from Japan. It also suffers from an antiquated control interface that pales in
comparison to more modern systems. In this ultra-competitive class, the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class maintains its tradition of being a very compelling choice. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class is
available as a midsize sedan or wagon. The E and E are available with 4Matic all-wheel drive.
The E Bluetec and E are equipped almost identically. Standard features include a sunroof, way
power front seats with memory, dual-zone automatic climate control, power tilt-telescoping
steering column and a Harman Kardon surround-sound audio system with a CD changer and
auxiliary audio jack. The E sedan can be equipped with a no-cost Sport Package that includes

inch wheels, a lowered sport suspension, blue tinted glass, different wood trim and dual chrome
tailpipes. The E includes the Sport Package and adds semi-active air suspension, leather
upholstery and four-zone automatic climate control. Grouped in a pair of Premium packages,
options for the non-AMG E-Class models include heated and ventilated front seats, bi-xenon
headlights, keyless ignition, a navigation system and satellite radio. Stand-alone options
include a panorama sunroof, park assist, electronic trunk closer, split-folding rear seats and
iPod integration. The E63 AMG comes equipped similar to the E, but adds split-folding rear
seats, heated front seats, satellite radio and an array of AMG performance and styling features.
Its options are similar to those found on the other E-Class models, but adaptive cruise control
and an AMG Performance Package that includes a limited-slip differential are exclusive to the E
The E is powered by a 3. A mph sprint is accomplished in the midsecond range, while fuel
economy for the rear-wheel-drive sedan is 17 mpg city and 24 mpg highway. The E features a 5.
In performance testing, the E went from zero to 60 mph in a quick 5. The E Bluetec features a 3.
This engine gets the E from zero to 60 in 6. Already on sale throughout most of the country, the
E Bluetec will be available on a two-year lease basis in the states with California's stricter
emissions standards. The E63 AMG is a high-performance variant powered by a 6. In
performance testing, the E63 went from zero to 60 in 4. All rear-wheel-drive E-Class models
come with a seven-speed automatic, while the 4Matic models feature a five-speed. The E63 AMG
features Speedshift, which provides percent faster gearchanges and prevents unwanted
upshifts in turns. All Mercedes-Benz E-Class models come with stability control, antilock
brakes, front and rear side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and the TeleAid emergency
system. Also standard is PreSafe, which anticipates an imminent crash and automatically takes
measures to better secure occupants. In government crash tests, the E-Class sedan earned four
stars out of five for frontal impacts and a perfect five stars for side impacts. While certainly
adequate in terms of handling ability, the Mercedes-Benz E-Class isn't a willing partner like a 5
Series can be. Pushed hard, the E-Class displays noticeable body roll and the brake pedal's soft
feel doesn't inspire confidence. That the car is better used for cruising city streets and
highways probably doesn't come as much of a surprise. In terms of straight-line performance,
the various powertrains provide the E-Class with impressive amounts of power and refinement.
The E and E63 can dust off most sports cars, while the E delivers spirited acceleration and
decent fuel economy. The E Bluetec offers acceleration times similar to its gasoline E
counterpart, but offers much better fuel economy and its rich torque curve provides plenty of
in-your-seat thrust. The noise, stink and smoke once associated with diesels is a distant
memory. The five-passenger E-Class sedan provides an airy two-tone cabin, where supple seats
and coordinating soft-touch surfaces are complemented by elegant wood inlays, chrome
accents and gathered sections of leather on the door panels. The attractive analog
instrumentation is generally easy to read, but functions associated with the antiquated
COMAND electronics interface remain unintuitive even after you've taken the time to figure it
out. Rear-seat room is adequate for two adults. The wagon has a rear-facing, two-passenger
third-row seat. Mention Mercedes-Benz and a number of images could come to mind: stately
sedans, dashing drop tops, self-absorbed celebrities and their tiny dogs, a bank vault. The latter
has been used so many times in analogy to describe a Benz's solid construction that it wouldn't
be surprising to see an S-Class door guarding the gold at Fort Knox. Give a Mercedes the old
door-shut test, and you'll see what we mean. The hefty, precise and vibration-less manner in
which it closes gives the feeling that the whole car is carved out of a block of solid titanium. Of
course, there are other traditional characteristics of this venerable German marque that have
endeared it to the masses, such as style, luxury and effortless performance. And they're all in
plentiful supply in the Mercedes-Benz E For many, the E represents the perfect middle ground
in terms of performance between the six-cylinder E and the tire-smoking E63 AMG. And with
last year's midcycle tweaks including a more powerful engine for the mainstream V8-powered
E-Class 80 more horsepower versus the outgoing E , the E's straight-line sizzle is much closer
to the AMG version than the E Available styles include E 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're

someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. More
expensive than competitors, antiquated and confusing control layout, electronically controlled
brakes lack progressive feel. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After a thorough midlife refresh last year, the
Mercedes-Benz E-Class is mostly unchanged for Read more. Write a review See all 64 reviews.
Bought an '08 Bluetec with 15, miles in March Excellent vehicle. Smooth, quiet, excellent
mileage, plenty of power. Very smooth shifting vehicle. This is my 3rd Mercedes, by far the best
previous was an '83 td junk , e pretty good. Many other vehicles along the way and this is the
best. Package 2 with keyless go, fold down rear seat and the full moon roof. Not a big NAV user
but have found this nav system to be a challenge. Logic is not intuitive but you do figure it out
with some focused effort. Read less. I owned E class. I have maintain this car perfectly. Since
purchasing the car I had several annoying problems which where fixed at the MB dealer ship at
inflated prices. This is an extreme case of part breakdown which can not be justified especially
when buying "fine engineering car Mercedes E Accident. Best Safe Highway Car I ever owned.
Recently in terrible accident with semi truck on I just outside of Phoenix, I believe the E not only
save our lives but we all walked away without series injury. Looking to buy same model and
year again. Great highway gas mileage with power. Perfect Balance of Sports and Luxury. I have
had the car for a while now, and this car is really fun to drive. Lexus's cars are rediculously
reliable but they're not sports cars, they dont have much passion in them. BMW are very sporty
by nature, but the interior lacks luxury and the iDrive doesn't help. Audi's interior are first rate,
but the performance lags behind most of its competitors. The E is accelerates smooth and
swiftly, and the engine is also extremely responsive. It also incorporates everyday practicality.
This interior is absolutely beautiful, Mercedes understands how to incorporate chrome to make
the interior look modren and stylish while still retaining the classic Mercedes interior look. Its
Just a great car! Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Sign Up. Sport Exhaust Systems
are designed to reduce backpressure and increase exhaust flow for greater peak power and a
broader torque band. Each Sport Exhaust application utilizes a specific muffler design Tired of
breaking axles on your sx? A solution to this is adapting the beefier Z axles to your sx. OEM
Style! This stylish titanium hardware are direct replacements for the OEM Our Phase 1 kit This
shifter kit is designed to work with our K-swap engine and trans mount kit. The billet aluminum
adapter plate allows you to chassis mount the shifter using the OEM s-chassis shifter retainer
ring Although the sprung 6-puck clutch has better street manners, we needed a clutch that can
handle more. Our RWD K-series oil pan kit! Our oil No need to shop around different sites as
this will be your one stop shop. We have found that 10w Reinharte Racing Suspension is a
bespoke suspension system that is hand assembled and valved per your application right here
in Illinois. PDM08 Power Distribution Modules are designed to distribute power to multiple
circuits on your vehicle, easily replacing traditional fuse and relay systems. Power Distribution
Modules are designed to distribute power to multiple circuits on your vehicle, easily replacing
traditional fuse and relay systems. Designe
camry repair manual
1985 bmw 5 series
westinghouse christmas light timer instructions
d to distribute power to multiple circuits on your vehicle, easily replacing traditional fuse and
relay systems. We're racers with 2 decades of experience and we love to help all of our clients.
Our goal is to offer highest quality parts with exceptional service to our customers! Add to Cart.
Choose Options. Quick view AiM Sports AiM PDM 8 with 6" icons screen Designed to distribute
power to multiple circuits on your vehicle, easily replacing traditional fuse and relay systems.
Quick view AiM Sports AiM PDM 32 with 10" screen Designed to distribute power to multiple
circuits on your vehicle, easily replacing traditional fuse and relay systems. Quick view AiM
Sports AiM PDM 32 with 10" icons screen Designed to distribute power to multiple circuits on
your vehicle, easily replacing traditional fuse and relay systems. Quick view AiM Sports AiM
PDM 32 with 6" icons screen Designed to distribute power to multiple circuits on your vehicle,
easily replacing traditional fuse and relay systems.

